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FIG. 1. Confi;;uration for e.\plr,sively 

driVen flyer plat~ experiment. on w~dge· 
cut 5:lmples. 
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timing :;equenct: was detemlined by tht: position of the 
rotating mirror in the framing camera. Thus, :lot a pre· 
determined rotor position after detonation of the 
explosive train, the argon flash was detonated . . -\ gHing 
scheme was used to ensure that the triggering signal 
generateri during each revolution of the camera rotor 
did not ignite the argon flash until after the explosive 
train was detonated. The explo5i ve train was ddon:J.ted 
when the rotating mirror reached the desired rotational 
velocity. 

A record of the free surface configuration is shown in 
Fig. 2. From a series of such consecutive records, the 
shock wave and free surface velocities were calculated. 

III. SHOCK WAVE EQUATIONS 

In a number of investigations the shock eqt:. .tions 
have been used. These equations relate the one·dinlen
sional strain and the diagonal stress tensor componen t 
in the shock propaga tion dirfction to the·r..easurable 

-

variables, the shock anJ material velocities. for a single 
shock ,vave propagating into initially unstressed mate· 
rial the stress and strain are 

(1) 

and 

(2) 

where U, and Up are the shock wave and material 
velocities and pa and Vo are the initial density and 
volume, respectively. The stress II differs from the 
hydrostatic stress when the shear modulus ha5 a finite 
value. For very high stresses the shear modulus vanishes 
and the diagonal stresses are equal to the pressure. In 
most of the experiments discussed here the stress level 
is not high enough to neglect the shear forces so that 
the value of II found from Eq. (1) cannot be thought of 
as the hydrostatic pressure, and shear waves can be 
expected. 
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FIG. 2. Sample record oi ;lit area 
showing in ter:;ections of the e1a.tic and 
plastic waves \\"ilh the free surface of a 
granite wedge. 
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